Restricted ocular exploration does not seem to explain simultanagnosia.
One major function of parietal cortex is to direct our attention towards salient stimuli. The present data suggest that it also plays an important role in visual gestalt perception. Patients with simultanagnosia following lesions in this area are not able to extract the meaning of a visual scene whereas being perfectly able to recognise individual objects of this scene. We tested two patients with simultanagnosia with hierarchical Navon figures combined with eye movements recordings. The patients' performance allowed us to compare directly the scan paths in trials in which the global letter shape was recognised with trials in which the global letter shape was not recognised. We did not find any obvious differences in the eye movement pattern related to the two perceptual situations. The two patients did not show a significant problem in shifting their eyes (and thus possibly also their attentional focus) to all aspects of the complex visual stimulus when attempting to bind together the different elements of spatially distributed information. The results demonstrate that restricted ocular exploration cannot be the reason for the patients' inability to recognise the global shape of stimuli. Our data rather suggest a role of parietal cortex in visual gestalt perception that is beyond its role of directing attention towards relevant objects.